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REPEATED BETRAYAL  

No aerial cull of Brumbies, no more extermination and confiscation, lies. 3000 Brumby agreed to be 
left to carryout essential ecoservices has been betrayed by rogues abusing public positions now 
acting illegally immorally. Censorship manipulation is unacceptable. Those responsible should be 
sacked and any superannuation benefits perks withdrawn and returned to society. Shooting Brumby 
a beat up and crime against free multicultural Australia. The high country littered now with Brumby 
bodies breeding dogs and blowflies, leaching filth into the waterways. No comparison to impact 
from just horses crossing creeks or looking for a drink of water. A back drop of incinerated forests 
complete the scene of how well our public land has been saved for the people. Let’s talk animal 
welfare in the greater context. 

 

Public land and water managers have repeatedly demonstrated their incompetence as managers 
while betraying trust of the paying public. The Brumby beat up is no exception where horses have 
been belligerently destroyed in Guy Fawkes, Pilliga, Barmah, Singleton, Coffin Bay, Kosciuszko, 
Bogong, Gippsland, Lake Gregory ...... inland stations, Kakadu, brainlessly blowing away Australia’s 
horse camel donkey water buffalo biodiversity vilifying our sheep cattle goats deer in barbaric acts of 
racist genocide..... and the native species of birds lizards insect fish frog mammals plants that 
gravitate to their welcome mega fauna activity are too, jeopardised. The anti Brumby antigraze 
fanatics will be harshly judged by history as they have by the communities that have respect and 
understanding values for these big animals used by idiots for target practice. Many see the parallels 
of this genocide with the evils going on in Ukraine, Israel, Sudan....... communities suffering 
dysfunction with domestic violence. Activities Australia has sort to be rid of. The disrespect. So called 
salvation very hollow indeed. Morally bankrupt.  

 

 The city centric idiots trying to manipulate exclusive abuse of public and national assets are driving 
this manic elimination of big animals as hunting targets without looking objectively at what these 
animals are contributing. Bushwalkers infiltrate our public institutions with their ratbaggery to justify 
massacres. Just acting out a formula of hard hoof hating for some commercial perception on water 
or tourism Bushwalker destinations apparently for the exclusives, green power. Kill off the camel and 
install solar panels in the wilderness to sell electricity to Singapore. Obliterate High country Brumby 
to dig holes, drape more roads, powerlines across rural Australia to whir the gadgets in the far off 
green towns. Politicians, lobbyists, media, academia, bushwalkers are to be condemned with the 
greatest of strength. Their creditability in the eyes of majority of Australians and the world is dust. 
Horses cherished by rural communities honouring their contribution to the nation’s construction as 



renewable energy, maintenance of viable habitat for many species of greater antiquity than 
bushwalkers, the water shared by a vibrant vegetation piped off to town for government 
monopolies profits to splash on lawns to mow and dilute their sewage up to specified levels of salt 
and pathogens drained into our river systems, ground water, lakes and ocean fisheries. Fish kills 
declared unrelated.  

 

Only bad people can murder hundreds of horses illegally sabotage any protective legislation and 
then call for submissions on animal welfare to further exterminate free living horses of the people 
and the nation subjected to aerial killing. Terrified animals that can’t shoot back, galloped down and 
shot anywhere. Horses on death row because of the shape of their feet where they live and a beat 
up on impact in public land. Horses daring to get themselves a drink or cross a creek. Gallop in front 
of harassing helicopters. Townies can cement their city creeks over, sprinkle the world with cement 
bridges, causeways, tip sewage and worse into the nation’s waterways with gay abandon. Salt, 
pathogens, potions, drugs, oils, nutrient for toxic algal bloom. Noxious plant seeds sent off to 
destroy food quality, water quality for drinking, bathing, livestock, food, irrigation. 

 

 Canberra and other cities have a very different view of water management up stream compared to 
down stream where anything goes and does. Burrenjuck dam has been turned into Canberra’s 
sewage settling pond for algal blooms. This reservoir was built to provide water for our first inland 
food bowl! No, people poo and worse, nothing to do with high country Brumby cattle sheep or other 
activity. People all 400000+ poo straight in the water, streets channel leaves oils right into the 
waterways. Sydney where other pretty people come from for their ski and pee activities demanding 
Brumby massacres, Cox river, Kosciuszko horses, Cotter horses killed for venturing over the border, 
horses moving from Victoria and around, shot on principle. City demands for ethnic cleansing of our 
public land. Why are blow in bushwalkers more influential than the public forced to pay for the 
public sector? Petrochemical mania taking over our travel routes for foot traffic and vilifying horses, 
camel, donkey, water buffalo. Even the menace mountain bike condoned to rip erosion tracks into 
our high country fire access tracks, hydro scars. Bushwalkers plastic clad, learning to ride on wheels 
in the wilderness. Follow their erosion gutters.  

 

These demands of exterminating marginalised horses camel donkey cattle sheep goats deer are 
unacceptable barbaric acts of war from the ground or gibbering helicopters for the hunting zeal 
among society. Israel, Ukraine, Sudan, Iran unrest imposed on Australia blowing away animals that 
cannot shoot back. Environmentalism in Australia has unsettling senseless acts of aggression and 
mania parallel to the rise of environmentalism in Germany between world war one and two. Many in 
Australia remember how the guns and aggression quickly chose other targets for a similar 
propaganda preparation. Shape of feet, race religion belief...... Convicts slavery brutality is where the 
Brumby emerged into free Australia. Many still remember the Brumby origins and values associated 
with the emergence of modern Australia. The mindless massacre of so many fine horses recently 
was not part of these values.  

 

 Shooting Brumby is shooting at the very heart of free multicultural Australia.  

 



 To breed up packs of killer dingo to create an endangered species industry for your uni mates life 
long slush fund is also fraudulent. Burn our public land mercilessly after the Brumby fire fighters 
obliterated.  

 

Animals grazing vegetation that is otherwise waiting to join a bushfire inferno to clear some 
mysterious city carbon trading policy with an ‘accidental fire’ by definition blowing particulates into 
the air, ocean and apparently nothing could be done or was done. Blowing away the conservation 
achievements by many generations of people of our birds, lizards, possum, koala, insects, seed, top 
soil water quality. This insulting business of Brumby butchering is more than just about the 
immediate animal welfare of the poor horses used for target practice by fanatics abusing public land 
access. Practicing their vile aggression for greater things perhaps. Bushwalkers sitting about in their 
departments, bars plotting an acceptable war on those that understand the imperatives of 
vegetation management for water sharing, fire mitigation, soil health, big animals literally feeding of 
biodiversity that has coevolved in Australia with big animal activity for 300M years or more. Stooge 
cronies calling themselves scientists, trying to clutch at credibility earned by others, into reporting 
otherwise to the paying public is nothing short of fraud. Absolute blatant fraud! Denial the big fire 
challenges of the last couple of decades are not man made, people’s memory distance did not 
demonstrate clearly to objective observers “grazing reduced blazing” as it has done since plants 
ventured out of the lake beds and survived long enough to adapt. Animals made it possible for 
plants to move onto dry land and survive adapt to fire over the last 500M years. Anyone pretending 
to be a scientist ignoring this fundamental is not worthy of declaring themselves advisor. Stooged to 
abuse their educational achievements to stand in for their bushwalking buddies to justify Brumby 
vilification and extermination. Manipulate the self service of public and national assets.  

 

Betrayal manipulation are two principle traits of narcissists to bully their way into various property, 
financial advantage, classic schoolyard bullies. Bash and brutalise people their animals into 
submission. When these narcissistic people work from within privileged positions of trust as 
bureaucracy, political representation, media, academic advice, fanatical belief, evangelical right then 
we have a problem as a nation.  

 

We have a problem as a nation as many coalesced as bushwalkers have focused on public land, 
water, facility, biodiversity, finance, forests farming, fishing resources, industry, innovation..... 
Disrespect an accomplice to these bullies for basically green people with a very red centre. Bypass 
sovereign government to international junkets. Democracies weakened by their generosity to 
dictatorial authoritarian fascist fanatics. Environmental agenda has been the foil to kid support from 
society because every sane person likes their environment. Yeah?! In Australia we have had over 100 
years of collecting public and local community land and water accumulated, confiscated and largely 
the community’s and people’s conservation achievement destroyed starved, butchered, burnt by 
self appointed experts. This has now built a publically funded endangered species industry from 
specie covered in flammable scrub and toxic gum leaves, outcompeted by a few aggressive plants, 
local and introduced like blackbury turning productive diverse gully communities into inferno 
spreading despots and or pest animal harbour for truly invasive rabbits foxes dogs pigs living off each 
other’s bounty at the expense of native species. Not to mention the other pest species from within 



our various institutions that run to wilderness and climate change excuses, no money as excuses for 
chaos creation. Negligence incompetence greed ignorance.  

The Brumby debacle is about war on rural minorities trying to provide for the masses, consumerists 
in town, demanding more for less and blaming farmers foresters fishermen for either not providing 
enough or impacting land or water to provide for the masses wanting to build the biggest houses in 
the world with all the whistles and bells available. Fast cars, jets, global junkets all for little deserving 
me, bushwalking on Brumby runs but not acknowledging why it is so attractive, biodiverse, fire safe, 
the water sweet clean, supportive to feed the bounty of birds, lizards, wildflowers, frogs, 
fish.....thanks Brumby cattle sheep wallaby kangaroo possum.... The committed guiding hand of rural 
communities black white brindle loving their environment until vile of bushwalkers had them 
misrepresented as “exploitive” and wrongfully displaced. Brumby the next on the list!  

 

Modern Australia has had a very stressful beginning. Firstly mother England born of invasion by 
Rome displacing Celtic Viking tribes of Britain and Ireland variously. William the Conqueror 
destroying King Harold 1066 in true European behaviour. Just one defining moment of many. Yes 
you can be King until I get there from France. Victors in an unfair battle will share the land and 
workers. Australia black white brindle with their loyal horses answered the call Boer war 1898-1903, 
world wars one and two 1914-8, 1939-45, coincident with drought and rabbit plague like 
bushwalkers taking advantage of community distracted. Loss of family friends horses, steel for 
barbed wire, posts, machinery workforce injured, killed, skills, knowledge lost. The stay at home 
could take advantage to push their agendas hurried through parliament before the people could 
refute, propaganda spin. Rabbits fur industry over grazed not the sheep demonised by the Muir 
mythology growing out of the Scottish clearances, migrating to the American wilderness to Australia 
to build bonfires. Narcissist narrative. ‘Salvation of the Snowy’ water source for the major part of the 
SE Australia. They who claim they own the water in a dry country control the country. The grazing 
era legacy of vegetation management delivered some of the world’s best and reliable water flows to 
engineers dams and pipes. The hard working sheep paid to muster the rabbit minimising their 
impact. Sheep funded removal of rabbits but the politically upward blamed the sheep for over 
grazing. Sheep paid research levies rabbits did not. Sheep built universities, research institutions for 
bushwalkers to demonise sheep and their owners. Fanatics and deniers in the John Muir wilderness 
movement hard hoof haters imported fanatical policies and concepts from the Americas by water 
engineers more expert on cement and opinionated on land management to reduce their workload 
harvesting water to enhance profitability at the cost of the environment long term. Bushfire inferno 
the killer across the world. Scientific process butchered by political and commercial agendas. 
University declared conveniently the only acceptable source of knowledge and wisdom. Fatally. Our 
public lands starved butchered burnt rural communities conservation achievement in the name of 
water catchment national park and wilderness. Some fraudulent foreign dogma. Foresters farmers 
fishermen subjected to public scorn, lies and demonizing without, denied right of response, reply. 
This submission process like many before it tokenistic and to be ignored by set predetermined 
agendas. Media, academia, bushwalkers running their own censorship rackets. 

 

The Sydney Melbourne bushwalking club helped by Adelaide cronies, Federation, Murray Darling 
Basin authorities squabbling over water since about the 1850s or beyond. Since Tank Stream Sydney 
bricked over as polluted in 1820. Mentality moved on to what has become Qld SA NSW Vic ACT. 
Tank Stream 160ha catchment to Murray Darling 102M ha of Australia’s main land 720M ha. Rural 



communities charged with delivery of food and timber to the cities work on the city thinking or lack 
of it. On a clear or perish principle. Dig up the gold, cut down the trees, chase the whales for fashion 
and lighting for export, chase fur industry animals of rabbits and foxes, koala, wallaby, kangaroo, 
possum.... leather emu kangaroo water buffalo bullock... the scientific process manipulated by 
funding and politics. City majority and cost savings until the inferno in industrially fire suppressed 
vegetation denied grazing by domestic animals free living animals wildlife gone to water catchment 
dog packs naturalised by policy adoption.  

 

Wilderness fanatic antisocial crank Muirs sheep clearances of Scotland rearranging the public 
perception of one of the most valuable management tools for biodiversity and water security this 
side of cool fire and selective clearing cost recovery log salvage. If you qualify for being a Bushwalker 
ski and surf lay about lobbyist then you can demand fire suppression, cheap water cheap holidays 
science spin and sit back in summer time and watch the nation incinerate dysfunctional vegetation 
on a broad scale by satellite. Climate change occurs after the event. Top soil volatilised, trees boiled 
in their own sap by the millions of hectare. What survives does so on the grazed green cattle leases 
and Brumby runs, in use stock routes. Even the ugly power lines draped between towns and 
engineers dams have some soil seed left testimony climate change exempt where vegetation 
management removes the dead rubbish and squalor of wilderness. The mown ski runs too are fire 
safe. Mown irrigated lawns of town. Those fanatics about banishing grazing, cool burning, selective 
logging rush to obliterate any oasis they have over looked to destroy. Shoot the remaining Brumby. 
Sabotage the remnant evidence that resisted global climate change! More lies and fraudulent 
misinformation. In Kosciuszko’s case Yarrangobilly house, Blue Water hole, Peppercorn saved by 
Brumby so the antigraze mob can exploit what’s left as their endangered species ticket to a life of 
scientific tinkering poking smokey mice, Broadtooth rats, Pygmy possum.... Yes spin suggests Brumby 
endanger species surviving on their grazed green runs when in fact the opposite true. Brumby runs 
saving what’s left of ancient alpine bogs, streams by living fire proof aprons is declared by liars the 
very reason to destroy Brumby. Mustered by salt and helicopter into mobs claiming 1200 horses is in 
fact 25000. Enough for Genghis Khan’s army! This is the Brumbies demise because many are 
profiting from the myths the bushwalkers have created. Abuse of trusted public positions and 
privilege.  

 

 The petrochemical industry of the 1880s has aggressively sort domination over renewable energy. 
The people’s horses confiscated and shot for war, cavalry, gun placement logistics patrol. Save 
warring Europe repeatedly. Australia had proven valuable energy from horses, bullocks, donkey, 
camel. Prior to the infernal combustion engine 1880- to 1950s Australia was an independent nation 
for renewable energy. Net exporter. We even collected water buffalo also as renewable energy solar 
powered harnessed for thousands of years and brought to Australia as welcomed mega fauna 
ecoservices for our flammable vegetation coevolving with big mammal like reptile, dinosaurs and 
mammals for in the order of 300M years with few interruptions. Humanity just emerging out of the 
trees from 4M years ago. Most bushwalkers have never left the trees in reality. This the mega fauna 
science imperative conveniently being edited out by those bushwalkers with a self serving agenda to 
manipulate a living from beside the campfire while the rest of the tribe goes hunting, gardening, 
making tools and providing for the lay abouts pondering how they can justify confiscating food 
shelter for little input. Medicine men with spiritual connections and a tax system. They own the land 
water vegetation, decide what are acceptable animals to own. The shape of animals feet a 



discerning factor of acceptable or not. Just look at bushwalkers to determine if their feet boots are 
acceptable. Is this serious?  

 

 among others judged by their feet to see if 
they are allowed to stand for Parliament or even stay in Australia. Their advice from  

 among others hype beat up media enjoying ski 
and pee junkets in the high country eating cheese, rice, rack of lamb, roast beef, swilling wine beer 
and making up the narrative for the rest of Australia to live or die by. Dressed in irrigated cotton and 
plastics. Zero transparency or accountability for massive public commitment in land water finance 
resources for the self service. Worst of all misplaced public trust. International reputation on 
matters of scientific credibility and management of our biodiversity, water, land, forests, food 
security has all but been dashed irreversibly. Beautifully cared for forests teaming with koala feasting 
on new growth are turning into propaganda and misled city votes to confiscate state forests into 
national park water catchment and bonfire. Fodder for the endangered species industry through 
chronic mismanagement and ignorance enshrined in urban centric legislation. Koala are no longer 
made safe Kangaroo Island, Gippsland, Pilliga plantation forests of Grafton, SE Queensland, central 
coast bonfire bait. Poddied captives paraded up beaches for a propaganda selfie. Go fund the fraud.  

 

Farming fishing forestry minorities underrated for knowledge acquired over 200+ years of 
integration observation are being sidelined by hired science. People having approval of the academic 
bushwalkers selection process with as little as three to four years university indoctrination by those 
that too don’t know. Many political figures do not even have that qualification. Snowy science 
endorses soil conservation service staffers from north Sydney, shop keepers from the central west, 
boiler makers, city architects expert at cementing in urban creeks and frog habitat, pop star, boy 
scouts, trout fishermen, helicopter pilots, motor car wreckreationists, child care trainees, medical 
doctors, botanists, city architects, water engineers, hotch potch of unrelated qualifications and 
practical experience in not much. Imagine if a farmer or fisherman forester with a chainsaw turning 
up at a hospital operating theatre, or a dam construction site to sign off on a hydro scheme. Run an 
ABC documentary on tourism.  

Opinionated fanatics loud around the drinking halls demanding some sort of special privileges 
subsidised by the rest of Australia. These people can tip their toilet where ever they please including 
leavings of high security risk from their global travels back to the home country and elsewhere to 
spread their propaganda based on unfounded belief gained from social events consuming mind 
deforming substances as a matter of routine. The algal blooms in the Murrumbidgee implicated in 
soil contamination and Motor Neurone Disease from toxic green water the Murray Darling Basin 
communities are forced to use. The livestock kills, fish kills disconnected from the scientific 
community in our national capital. Scientific advice more about their water quality than the water 
quality of the nation.  

 

This submission is about animal cruelty of fanatics demand to obliterate the people’s iconic Brumby 
horse. The animals bought to Australia to provide renewable energy to build our railways, fences, 
farms, muster our sheep cattle, build irrigation systems dams Hume, Burrenjuck, Sydney water 
Cotter Canberra Melbourne water. Horses camel donkey bullocks that have built Australia 1788 to 
present day variously putting roads, water supplies, telephone power lines in place for the pretty 



people in town. Now vilified our animals for unfounded accusations and spurious claims. Media is 
silenced for any challenge of this vile leading to genocide.  

 

Calls for public consultation are more betrayal, misrepresentation, insincerity, destruction of trust. 
University staffers on the take for publically funded junkets counting horse populations and trying to 
demonstrate impact on the backwaters of Tantangra where changing dam water levels have eroded 
old stream beds and drowned vegetation once viable bogs fen alpine meadow grazed green 
biodiverse viable habitat as mega fauna activity restored from the 1820s to the time Snowy 1 
drowned many valleys and communities reeling from the effects of two world wars, drought, rabbit 
plague, economic oblivion fighting for Europe’s dignity, then made outcasts by the bushwalking led 
government policy  vision to capture the entire great dividing range for a bushfire 
speedway. 2019-2020 just a taste of things to come in the name of city carbon trading, cost pinching 
among other abominations dreamed up in a bureaucratic tearoom, resort drinking halls, university 
union.  walking around with his guns dogs sugar bag casing the expansion of his Sydney 
Melbourne Canberra based empire to pile up chaos and burn it one drought storm. Taking 
advantage of war and community attending destructed to confiscate Snowy for his bushwalking 
cronies 1943-4. Install the concocted narrative. Creating surprise from the inevitable wilderness 
inferno by those warned for decades about their incompetent management of land, water, the 
scientific process politicalised funding arrangements. Importing policy failure from overseas.  

 

 died none too soon in 1985 before the extreme horror of the demise of his and his 
followings creations. Inferno around Sydney, Blue Mountains, Warrumbungles, Pilliga, Mount 
Buffalo Victoria, Kosciuszko, Healesville, Grafton, Kangaroo Island, Canberra, Adelaide.... the list goes 
on. What survived? The grazed green Cattlemen’s runs on the Bogong, mown ski runs on Mt Buffalo, 
selectively logged forests Wilson’s Prom, Grampians, Brumby runs Kosciuszko Yarrangobilly, 
Peppercorn, Long Plain, Caledonia flats, lands traditionally managed vibrant well structured 
vegetation. The stuff bushwalkers grab and destroy repeatedly, belligerently so they can conjure 
endangered species funding from misled public sympathy. Used and abused.  

 

The stock routes closed down by such as  Bushwalker sympathiser, government grants of 
$Ms for his retirement funds creating a bushfire speedway the length of the nation’s watershed. All 
based on a false narrative removing fire risk mitigation processes by communities, selective logging 
now no longer a viable option, dingo naturalised killing machines harboured to destroy all native 
grazers indiscriminately completely except the ones living with the Brumby to chase the dogs away 
and fires going to nothing on the grazed green fire safe runs. Oasis in the holocaust Bushwalker built 
bonfire carbon tax dodge so they can conduct business as usual with their fast cars, jets, maxi yachts, 
maxi mansons dotted around the world playing green. Lording it over the rest of the world slaving to 
pay taxes for the bully gang green to exploit in a thousand different ways. Yes this is the context 
within which we contemplate animal welfare issues how to exterminate Brumby. Trapped and shot 
on salt and sugar. Blown away by snipers on the ground. Pregnant mates, foals orphaned, mobs 
blown away with spotlights and silencers. Sublethal shooting by madmen. Crazed fanatics with no 
soul for people or animals. No capacity to respect for greater societies value system. Any negotiated 
compromises or legislative protections just arrogantly ignored if not belligerently sabotaged by 
those abusing public office.  



 

There is no way there were 25000 horses in and around Kosciuszko. The winter spring killing fields 
are a national disgrace and people should be criminally charged for the illegal massacres apparently 
condoned by departments, media, political figures misled and agitating academics stooging 
themselves probably for funding kickbacks to use their educational status to lie in the name of 
science. It is terrifying to have injustice delivered to our Brumby and the people that are informed 
about the truth of horses grazed green lawns delivering safe haven and viable habitat clean water. 
There is nowhere near 25000. A media typo now joins senate evidence to the consumption of the 
Federal Senate muchless NSW parliament. Absolutely frightening. Lies misrepresentation kangaroo 
court of injustice. Fraud. The Snowy science is a national embarrassment of decades standing. 
People and the process no credibility what so ever.  

 

Feral horses in NSW should be culled using aerial shooting, Senate inquiry says | Australia news | 
The Guardian  

 

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2023/oct/13/feral-horses-in-nsw-should-be-culled-
using-aerial-shooting-senate-inquiry-says 




